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MARDUKITE ZUISM
A Brief Introduction
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According to our most ancient
historical records written at
the birth of modern civilization...

432,000 YEARS AGO...
a small population of advanced beings
—called the ANUNNAKI—
began developing the planet Earth
for their purposes.
These Self-Actualized elite spirits
resided on Earth in physical bodies,
but found their forms inadequate
for the physical labors required.
ENTER: The HUMAN CONDITION.
Ancient “cuneiform” tablet writings
from Sumerians and Babylonians of
Mesopotamia are clear regarding the
original creation and systematic
programming of Humanity.

CUNEIFORM...
is the oldest known writing system
used by scribes of ancient Babylon
to record their wisdom and the
history of humanity on clay tablets.
Cuneiform is named for its style of
wedge-shaped script formed by
a reed pen called a “stylus.”
Rather than an alphabet of letters,
cuneiform is a system of “signs”
representing “things” and “ideas.”
These may be combined to represent
even more complex “signs.”
Many of the concepts adopted for
modern “Mardukite Zuism” are
derived from cuneiform tablets.
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The ANUNNAKI introduced complex
writing systems in order to program
civilization and all parameters of
Reality for the Human Condition.
Legendary “Tablets of Destiny”
(Divine Truth, supreme knowledge
and cosmic power of the “gods”)
were first introduced to Humanity
in a narrative for the most famous
Babylonian “Epic of Creation.”

THE TABLETS.
Ancient Babylonians used the
Tablets of Destiny & Creation Epic
to systematize all cosmic knowledge
into a workable paradigm called
“Mardukite Zuism”
—a systemology received directly
from the ANUNNAKI.
Paradigm : an all-encompassing
standard or religion used to view the
world and communicate reality.
Systemology : applied philosophies
of Mardukite Zuism combined with
personal spiritual techniques and
technology effectively demonstrating
systematic principles of a paradigm.

THE EPIC OF CREATION.
Seven cuneiform tablets compose the
ancient Babylonian Epic of Creation,
named the Enuma Eliš by scholars
after its opening lines.
These seven tablets are the basis for
what later traditions refer to as the
“Seven Days of Creation.”
The Epic of Creation tablets describe
development of all existences
with a Divine artistic perfection.
The Enuma Eliš is the core example
of religious literature from Babylon,
which served as the basis for ancient
“Mardukite Zuism”
—the first true systematized religion.

LIFE, UNIVERSES &
EVERYTHING.
The Arcane Tablets describe the
division of the ALL by the LAW,
outside of which is but INFINITY.
The Epic of Creation describes
these activities as “mythology.”
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The Mardukite Standard ZU Model
shows that ALL (“AN-KI”) envelops
both: the Spiritual Existences (“AN”)
and the Physical Existences (“KI”)
divided by Cosmic Law and
connected by Life-Awareness (“ZU”)
and beyond which is only the Abyss,
an Infinity of Nothingness (“ABZU”).
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SUMERIAN DEFINITIONS.
ABZU = “Abyss” (“Nothingness”)
ZU = “Spiritual Life” (“Awareness”)
ANKI = “All Existences” (“Existence”)
AN = “Spiritual Universe” (“Heaven”)
KI = “Physical Universe” (“Earth”)

ALTERNATE
NEXGEN SYSTEMOLOGY
DEFINITIONS.
ABZU = “Infinity of Nothingness”
ZU = “Awareness of Alpha Spirit”
ANKI = “The Standard Model”
AN = “Alpha Existence” (“Spiritual”)
KI = “Beta Existence” (“Physical”)

MARDUKITE ZUISM
DEFINITIONS FOR
CUNEIFORM SIGNS.
ABZU = the Abyss; Infinity;
Infinity of Nothingness;
that which extends, is exterior and
beyond of the spiritual and physical.
ANKI = the ALL; All Existences;
Everything that is AN and KI;
Everything that is conceivable.
AN = the “Spiritual Universe” or
“Heavenly Zone” comprised of
spiritual matter and spiritual energy,
in the direction of Infinity—
an “Alpha” existence away from and
superior to the physical or “KI.”
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KI = the “Physical Universe” or
“Earthly Zone” comprised of
physical matter and physical energy
in action across physical Space
and observed as Time
in the direction of Continuity—
a “Beta” existence away from and
subordinate to the spiritual or “AN.”
ZU = “to know”; “knowingness”;
“Awareness” or “consciousness”;
spiritual energy and matter of AN
that is observed as “Lifeforce” in KI;
“Spiritual Life Energy”;
the actual personal spiritual Identity
or “Awareness” of Self as Spirit
which extends along a “line” from
the Spiritual Universe (AN) to
the Physical Universe (KI).
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TABLETS OF DESTINY
& THE CREATION EPIC.
The Absolute behind ALL Existence is
referred to on the Tablets of Destiny
as the Infinity of Nothingness.
It is the only constant static of latent
unmanifest potentiality of ALL
and Everythingness.
The LAW—Cosmic Law—is defined
as the Cosmic Dragon—TIAMAT—
on “Epic of Creation” Tablets.
She is the First Cause or movement
across a “Sea of Infinity.”
Later, the LAW becomes a division
between Spiritual Existence (“AN”)
and any Physical Universe (“KI”).
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The LAW—Tiamat—permeating ALL,
uses the Tablets of Destiny and then
fixes the systems of finite potential:
The Systems of Manifestation—
Substance, Motion & Awareness.
“Before heaven or earth are named,”
the formation and interaction of
active existences—“substances” and
“bodies” and “Life” and “gods”—
creates turbulence and waves of
action through space.
The governing system of Cosmic Law
—Tiamat—responds accordingly.
She fixes the Tablets of Destiny to her
“deputy”—a messenger wave action
of the LAW named “Kingu” and
sends him rippling out to “meet”
the Anunnaki “gods.”

The Anunnaki Assembly of “gods”
prepare to battle The LAW.
When none among them comes forth
to engage, it is the Anunnaki “god”
MARDUK that volunteers as hero
to confront Kingu and Tiamat
—but with a condition that the
Anunnaki Assembly recognize him as
“Chief of the Gods” upon his success.
When MARDUK approaches the LAW
directly, he is flanked by Kingu and
the “army of Ancient Ones.”
MARDUK is able to relinquish the
Tablets of Destiny from Kingu.
With the Tablets of Destiny, Marduk
conquers a true understanding of
Cosmic Law and thereby Tiamat.

TABLETS OF DESTINY
& SELF-HONESTY.
Marduk uses the Tablets of Destiny
to discover “Self-Honesty” and
the Divine Knowledge governing
“Cosmic Ordering”—systems dividing
the “Spiritual Universe” (AN)
from the “Physical Universe” (KI).
The two universes are connected only
by a stream of Spiritual Awareness
Lifeforce that Sumerians called ZU.
Wisdom from Tablets of Destiny are
later passed down to and concealed
by an ancient esoteric secret society
in Babylon: the Scribes, High Priests
and Priestesses of Mardukite Zuism.

SELF-HONESTY...
is a term used to describe an original
“Alpha” state of clear knowingness
and Self-directed beingness.
“Self-Honesty” is the most basic and
true expression of Self as “I-AM”
—free of artificial attachments;
reactive-response conditioning; and
imposed or enforced programming
as Reality for the Human Condition.
Spiritual development in modern
Mardukite Zuism is referred to as
the “Pathway to Self-Honesty”
and the “Gateway to Infinity.”
It is modeled directly from the
Ancient Mystery Tradition
observed at the Temples of Babylon.

THE KEY TO THE GATE.
“I will take my Blood—and with
Bone—I will fashion a Race of
Humans to keep Watch of the Gate.
And from the Blood of Kingu I will
create another Race of Humans to
inhabit the Earth in service to the
Gods—so shrines to the Anunnaki
may be built and the temples filled.

I will bind the Elder Gods to the
Watchtowers; let them keep watch
over the Gate of Abzu and the
Gate of Tiamat and Gate of Kingu
—and with a Key that shall be ever
hidden, known to none, except
only to my Mardukites.”
—MARDUK, Creation Tablet VI.

COSMOLOGY AND
METAPHYSICS.
All Things in the Physical Universe
are in motion—wave motions of “energy and matter in space measured
as-and-across time.” Continuity of
the Physical Universe (KI) is divided
by LAW and encompassed by the ALL
(ANKI). The direction of AN extends
toward ABZU, an Infinity of Nothingness beyond effective existence.
The true Alpha Self is a source—the
“spiritual cause” of “physical effects.”
It engages a Self-determined WILL
from its “spiritual” Alpha existence
to actualize Awareness for “physical”
Beta existence experience as “Life.”

USING ANCIENT WISDOM
TO UNLOCK HUMAN
POTENTIAL.
Communication of clear wisdom and
true knowledge from Arcane Tablets
is distorted as it passes through time
and geography, diverse languages
and authoritarian cultures using the
“Power” to program the masses and
fragment the Human Condition
away from Self-Honesty.
Use of this ancient wisdom reveals
the Keys to “Cosmic Ordering”—
applying the highest Self-directed
understanding of “cause-and-effect”
sequences in the Physical Universe.

MARDUKITE ZUISM,
SYSTEMOLOGY &
SPIRITUALITY.
The Spiritual Universe (AN)—of
metaphysical or spiritual energy and
metaphysical or spiritual matter
is not dependent on the
Physical Universe (KI) to exist;
the two are existentially independent
of each other, maintaining a single
channel, conduit or connection,
which is Alpha Spirit “Awareness”
as Spiritual Life or ZU.
The Alpha Spirit engages a ZU-line,
a spiritual lifeline of ZU energy to a
genetic vehicle or organic body to
experience physical beta existence.
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MARDUKITE ZUISM
DEFINITIONS FOR
SYSTEMOLOGY.
ALPHA SPIRIT = a spiritual lifeform;
the True Self or “I-AM”; the spirit
that is controlling the physical body
or “genetic vehicle” using a Lifeline or
continuum of spiritual “ZU” energy.
ASCENSION = actualized Awareness
elevated to (AN) spiritual existence
that is exterior to beta-existence.
BETA-EXISTENCE = manifestation in
the Physical Universe (KI); the state
of existence or condition of frequency
specific to physical energy and
physical matter in physical space.

FRAGMENTATION = breaking into
parts; fractioning wholeness; fracture
of holism; discontinuity; separation;
outside the state of Self-Honesty.
GENETIC VEHICLE = a physical
lifeform; the physical (beta) body
controlled by the (Alpha) Spirit using
a continuous Lifeline of ZU energy.
HUMAN CONDITION = a standard
default programmed conditioned
state of Human existence/experience.
ZU-LINE = a spectrum of Spiritual
Life-Energy (ZU); an energetic
channel or Identity-Continuum
connecting Alpha Spirit Awareness
from Infinity-to-Infinity including
the full physical beta range.
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THE LADDER OF LIGHTS
AND BABYLONIAN
GATEWAYS TO INFINITY.
ZIGGURAT TEMPLES of Babylonia
served to remind the population of
the ZU connecting Heaven and Earth.
Seven-stepped “levels” of the physical
ZIGGURAT TEMPLES of Babylonia
—and seven corresponding Gates—
represent spiritual levels of actualized
Awareness; states of Self-purification
(or “spiritual defragmentation”)
as they ascend in the direction of AN
toward Infinity of Supreme Beingness
—the Pathway of Self-Honesty—in
imitation of the footsteps of the gods.

THE HIGHEST FORM OF
TRUE DIVINE WORSHIP.
The true Destiny of Humanity is to
achieve spiritual Self-Actualization;
the reunion of Self with the Divine.
Attaining Self-Honesty in this Life
is the most important step a person
can take toward achieving their
highest ideals, goals and realizations.
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The Highest form of “True Worship”
begins with the Spirit—the true Self
—and all external practices, rituals,
ceremonies and historical examples
are but outer reflections of this ideal.
The Highest form of “Sin” is against
the Spirit—against the Self—and its
ability to maintain Self-Honesty.
There are modes of thought, action
and Self-direction of effort that will
contribute toward Ascension; and
modes that lead away from that.
Beta experiences of “Sin”—pain, fear,
guilt, anger—are all derived from
personal fragmentation; and all of
this may be released—and intention
energy redirected, because: we are all
co-creators of Reality in this lifetime!

SPHERES OF EXISTENCE,
INFLUENCE AND
UTILITARIAN ETHICS.
Between the realization of Self and
Infinity, there are many spheres of
existence that we may influence.
All of the spheres are interconnected.
There is nothing in existence that is
in absolute exclusion to all existence.

The prime directive of all existence is
to exist. The continuation of existence
is the purpose behind all existence.
The greatest good contributes to the
greatest continuation of existence to
the greatest sphere of influence.
Each sphere of existence supports
subsequent existences and reaches
toward higher spheres of influence.
Degrees of rightness and wrongness
are determined by Cosmic Law and
are reflected in the quality of, and
continuation of, an existence.
Individual happiness is attained via
the channel to the highest sphere.
Human unhappiness is the result of
“selfishness” and/or lack of “spiritual
Self-Actualization” and “Awareness.”

ZU : MARDUKITE ZUISM
AND ZUIST RELIGION.
History demonstrates how dangerous
and troublesome the idea of RELIGION
really is and how easily it is misused.
For purposes of incorporating Zuism
into a contemporary standard, the
idea of religion is here treated as: a
concise spiritual paradigm and set of
beliefs and practices regarding Divine
“Infinite Beingness”—or else “God.”
Mardukite Zuism operates under the
premise of very specific beliefs and a
systemology of spiritual technology.
Zuist Religious Doctrine includes the
previously described “Highest forms”
of Worship, Cosmic Law, and Ethics.
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“Religion as such, independent of any
particular theoretical, philosophical
or theological interpretations,
evaluations and cult elaborations is
primarily: A recognition of an Order
of Reality which Transcends the
Ordinary and commonplace and is
responsive to Human Needs.”
—E.O. James, Comparative Religion
Mardukite Zuist Spiritual Doctrines
successfully meet religious criteria for:
a) a description of cosmic creation;
b) belief in a Supreme Infinite Being;
c) ethics leading to Human Ascension;
d) ethics of conduct toward all Life;
e) Immortality of the Human Spirit;
f) religious literature, traditions of
practice and spiritual advisement.
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THE GOALS & IDEALS OF
MARDUKITE ZUISM.
The word “ZU” meant “knowing” in
original Sumerian cuneiform script.
Goals and ideals of Zuism reflect this.
Mardukite Zuism seeks to assist an
individual in reclaiming a realization
of the True Self or “I-AM” as the
Immortal Spirit, in line with a most
ancient directive: to “Know Thyself.”
In view of the fact that all modern
humans are subjected to technologies
depriving them of their freedoms to
be, think, know and pursue truth:
the goals and ideals of Zuism are to
effectively revive and repair abilities
and certainties of the Individual.

SUPREME BEINGNESS,
“GOD” & INFINITY.
The Spiritual Philosophy of Zuism is
systematized by a Standard Model.
It demonstrates Absolute Supreme
Beingness associated with the Highest
realization of “God” as INFINITY.
Nothing else is Higher or Absolute—
and reducing Supreme Beingness to
any personality or character trait is
to limit and defile the very “words.”
The Highest Name of God cannot be
conceived—hence the Infinity Sign:

∞
or Sumerian cuneiform word-sign:
ABZU—“The Source of All ZU.”
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The Spiritual Universe (AN) is All-as-

One because it exists as an infinite

singularity or stasis: infinite potential
with no gradient or observed motion.
The Physical Universe (KI) is All-as-

One because it's in continuous motion
with all manifest parts working
systematically as a continuity.
A “spiritual continuum” or “conduit
channel” of ZU—absolute energy
from the Spiritual Universe (AN)—
links our Awareness levels of “I-AM”
“True Self” or Spirit (“Alpha Spirit”)
with the degrees of motion and
variation in the Physical Universe.
This Alpha Spirit or “Soul” is the “I”
or “Self” connected to the operation
and control of the physical body.

THE HUMAN SPIRIT.
The true Self is the “I” or “Spirit”
regardless of its position, degree or
level of Awareness. Spirit remains.
Whatever “spiritual energy-matter”
composes the Alpha Spirit or “soul”
—it must occupy this “other space”
with its spiritual existence and then
project its Awareness and Will onto
the Physical Universe (KI) in order to
experience the Game we call Life.
This “spiritual energy-matter” that
composes all Life (as a Lifeforce with
Awareness and Consciousness) goes by
many names throughout history—but
we find the idea first treated as ZU
on cuneiform tablets of Mesopotamia.
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On an Identity lifeline of ZU energy,
all Alpha Spirits are operating from a
Spiritual Universe. We refer to this as
the ZU-line on the Standard Model.
ZU is the name given to the spiritual
essence of all Life in existence—and
Self is a concentrated center or focal
point as a ZU-continuum or Identity.
The True Self of an Individual Human
is a “spiritual universe cause” of
“physical universe effects”—engaging
as an immortal Alpha Spirit with a
Self-determined Will actualized as an
Awareness along the ZU-continuum,
extending from Infinity-to-Infinity,
through every possible frequency and
vibration along the total spectrum of
physical and metaphysical existence.

THE SYSTEMOLOGY OF
SPIRITUAL ADVISEMENT
COUNSELING SERVICES
FOR MARDUKITE ZUISM.
A faction of Mardukite Chamberlains
was established in 2009 dedicated to
the recovery and consolidation of all
historical, scriptural & ritual records
of ancient Babylon and Mesopotamia.
A separate faction of the Mardukites
(NexGen Systemology Society) began
in 2011 to research and develop
methods to apply the ancient wisdom
as a spiritual technology to awaken,
unlock and fully actualize spiritual
potential of the Human Condition.
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A systematic approach to spirituality
is seen on the Standard Model, where
ZU-line frequencies are represented
at various degrees: “zero-point” body
death; cellular activity and sensory
perceptions of a genetic body;
bio-chemicals induced by emotion;
thoughts and intention transmitted
between our Alpha Spirit and the
“genetic vehicle”—all the way “up”
the scale to a perfected clarity of
Self-Actualized Awareness of I-AM
as our true “Alpha” state, just below
Infinity and Absolute Beingness.
Full potential of ZU in Consciousness
is only altered from its natural state
as a result of personal fragmentation
of the Human Condition. This may be
restored with spiritual practices.
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The Pathway to Self-Honesty is a
personal journey and spiritual
adventure marked by progressive
clearing of spiritual energy channels
fragmented by the imprinting and
programming accumulated from
experiences in our environment
—the “debris” that fragments the
total actualized experience of Self
in Awareness as the Alpha Spirit.
The first and most important step—
Before an individual can actualize
potentials of the Spirit as Self, they
must fully realize: the I-AM Self and
the Alpha Spirit are One. This state
of Knowingness is the primary
intention of basic spiritual practices
found in Mardukite Zuism.

THE CREED OF
MARDUKITE ZUISM.
PRINCIPLES OF BELIEF.
1.) We believe in an Absolute Being,
which is Infinite—(the ABZU)—the
All-as-One encompassing Source
of all Being, Knowing and Awareness
to all Alpha/Spiritual (AN) and Beta/
Physical (KI) states of existence.
2.) We believe in a spiritual energy of
all Life and Awareness (ZU) in the
physical universe that is an effect of a
spiritual cause; a Spirit that is cause.
This Spirit—in its Alpha state—is the
True Self “I-AM” Individual Identity
that many have called the “soul.”
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3.) We believe that the Human
Condition is a genetic vehicle used by
a spiritual source (AN) to experience
the Finite as physical existence (KI)
—that we are Awareness (ZU)
projected onto a genetic vehicle—
and that while the vehicle/body
may perish to physical entropy, the
“Alpha Spirit” remains immortal
and Self-directed to the extent of
its own Actualized Awareness.
4.) We believe that the highest form
of worship and spirituality is the
actualization and advancement of
our “Self” as Spirit in Self-Honesty
—and that Self-Honesty is the I-AM
Alpha state of Being and Knowing,
which is realizable in this lifetime.
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5.) We believe that the purpose of all
existence is: to exist—and that the
prime directive of all spiritual Life is:
continued existence of spiritual Life
and co-creation of habitable Reality.
“Good” and “Moral” actions are
evaluated to the extent of this end.
6A.) We believe that no Life exists in
exclusion to all other Life—and that
the conditions of a habitable Reality
extending from Self include: Home;
Community; All Humanity; All Life
on Earth; All Life in the Universe;
All Spiritual Life; and the Infinite.
6B.) We believe in a continued
evolution of Alpha Spirit awareness
developed beyond one physical life,
and that a Spirit experiences many.
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7A.) We believe Mardukite Zuism is:
a 21st Century AD synthesis of the
21st Century BC wisdom collected on
cuneiform tablets and experienced in
ancient Mesopotamia, esp. Babylon.
7B.) This cuneiform library includes
details concerning: beings called the
Anunnaki; ordering of the Cosmos;
creation of Humanity; and an entire
legacy of systematized traditions.
8.) We believe in the continuation of,
and proper communication of, the
legacy of true Human history—and
the ability of every Human to realize
that they are a Free Spirit in a Free
Zone of Self-Determinism: No “evils”
can affect intentions if an individual
is spiritually Self-Actualized.
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WISDOM FROM THE
TABLETS OF DESTINY.
1.) As above, so below;
On earth as it is in Heaven
2.) What the Mind believes,
the Spirit reinforces
3.) When disaster is self-made,
no man can interfere
4.) What is given in submission
is a catalyst for defiance
5.) Whoever partners with Truth,
creates Life
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ORIGINAL SUMERIAN
TRANSLITERATION.
1.) an-bala ki-bala
an-ba ki an-ba
2.) da-ga nam-ku-zu
dingir-Lamma a bi-ib-gar
3.) nig-ku-lam-ma dingir-ra-na-ka
su—tu-tu nu-ub-zu
4.) nig-gu-gar-ra
nig-gaba-gar-ra
5.) nig-ge-na-ta a-ba in-da-di
nam-ti i-u-tu
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE
MODERN INCEPTION.
Joshua Free first publicly launched
“Mardukite Ministries” on the
Summer Solstice, June 21, 2008.
An active research division called
the “Mardukite Chamberlains” was
established in 2009, which developed
and published a research library.
In 2019, Joshua Free released the
first published practical discoveries of
“Mardukite Systemology” which now
contributes applicable methods of
spiritual technology that further the
development of “Mardukite Zuism”
as an effective religion to promote
the spiritual advancement of anyone.
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RELIGIOUS LITERATURE
—SCRIPTURAL TEXTS.
THE COMPLETE ANUNNAKI BIBLE :
A Sourcebook of Esoteric Archaeology
edited by Joshua Free
▪ 4,000+ year old Source Material
▪ Over 100 Tablet Translations
▪ The Arrival of the Anunnaki
▪ The Epic of Creation (Enuma Eliš)
▪ The Ordering of the Cosmos
▪ The Creation of Humanity
▪ The Inception of Civilization
▪ The 432,000 year King Lists
▪ The Maqlu Exorcism Texts
▪ The Babylonian Religion Tablets
▪ The Origins of the Kabbalah
▪ The Wisdom of Mardukite Seers
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RELIGIOUS LITERATURE
—HISTORICAL TRACK.
THE SUMERIAN LEGACY :
Guide to Esoteric Archaeology
by Joshua Free

▪ 6,000+ year old Legacy Revealed
▪ Over 30 Academic Subject Chapters
▪ The History of Mesopotamia
▪ The Role of the Anunnaki
▪ The Establishment of Kingship
▪ The Development of Writing
▪ The Organization of Religion
▪ The Systematization of Civilization
▪ The Role and Tradition of Scribes
▪ The Introduction of Priestcraft
▪ The Anunnaki Religion of Babylon
▪ The Ancient Mardukite Paradigm
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RELIGIOUS LITERATURE
—RITES AND PRAYERS.
THE COMPLETE BOOK
OF MARDUK BY NABU
A Pocket Anunnaki Devotional
Companion of Babylonian
Rites and Prayers
edited by Joshua Free

▪ Portable Anunnaki Prayerbook
▪ Babylonian Anunnaki Pantheon
▪ Daily Prayers and Meditations
▪ Prayers in English and Babylonian
▪ The Role of the Anunnaki
▪ The Babylonian New Year Ritual
▪ The Epic of Creation (Enuma Eliš)
▪ The Wisdom of the Priest-Scribes
▪ The Lore of Star-Gates in Babylon

RELIGIOUS LITERATURE
—SPIRITUAL METHODS.
THE TABLETS OF DESTINY :
Using Ancient Wisdom to Unlock
Human Potential
by Joshua Free
CRYSTAL CLEAR :
The Self-Actualization Manual and
Guide to Total Awareness
by Joshua Free
▪ The Core of Mardukite Systemology
▪ Applied Spiritual Tech. of Zuism
▪ New Arcane Tablet Interpretations
▪ Practices of Spiritual Advisement
▪ Spiritual Self-Actualization Tech.
▪ Meditations and Self-Processing
▪ Spiritual Evolution for Humanity

For more information
or a complete list of
currently issued publications
visit the official site at
mardukite.com
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— Joshua Free, Founder of NexGen Systemology
and Mardukite Zuism
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